Wiper Card Instructions

1.

Cut card base – 2 x Sweet Sugarplum 6 -3/4” x 4 -1/8” scored at 1” and 1 -3/4” on 6 3/4” side. Z fold the score lines

2. Cut white card to 4 -3/4" x 3 -3/4" layer with pattern paper measured to 4 -1/2” x 3 1/2”
3. Cut Glimmer card layer 3 -1/4” x 3 -1/2” remember to gut this card to punch out 2
balloons
4. Cut white card layer 3” x 3 -1/4” to stamp sentiment and adhere die cut numbers
5. Side panel pieces - cut white card at 3 -3/4” x 3/4" layer with pattern paper measured
to 3 -1/2” x 1/2"
6. Side panel piece for vertical sentiment is white card measured to 3 -3/4” x 1/2"
7. For pop up mechanism cut white card to 2” x 2 -3/4” and score one corner at 1/2" fold
forwards and backwards a few times
8. Stamp back of card with sentiment and flowers using Sweet Sugarplum ink directly on
card
Card Front

Card Back

Pop up mechanism

9. Put glue as shown (red line) on the card front and back. Fold and burnish score lines in a
Z fold pattern
10. The pop up mechanism is glued on the inside of the card front panel, measure 1 -3/4”
from the top of the card and make a mark
11. To glue the mechanism ONLY ADD GLUE to the diagonal fold
and then attach to the card on the second scored panel. The
mechanism is glued behind the card front and sandwiched
between the card front and back
12. Glue card front and back together and decorate card
a.

Die cut numbers

b. Stamp card front panel

c. Stamp vertical greeting

13. The mechanism can have a message, this example has a sentiment and balloons. Other
ideas include butterflies, a name, die cut numbers
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